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Abstrak: Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk: (1) memahami bagaimana kebocoran privasi terjadi pada 

perangkat android, (2) mengetahui cara melakukan perlindungan privasi pada perangkat android dengan 

menggunakan komponen library custom firmware, microG, dan host Adblocker. Penelitian ini 

merupakan uji coba penerapan teknologi di bidang Android menggunakan pendekatan deskriptif 

kualitatif. Tahap dari penelitian ini antara lain: 1) perencanaan, 2) implementasi, dan 3) analisis. Pada 

tahap pengembangan perlindungan privasi pengguna Android, penelitian ini menguji pada dua set 

perangkat Android untuk membandingkan perbedaan dampak kebocoran privasi. Masing-masing 

perangkat dipasang aplikasi keuangan digital yang sama. Dari hasil penelitian menunjukan bahwa 

perlindungan privacy menggunakan custom firmware, microG, dan host adblocker dapat menurunkan 

aktivitas kebocoran privasi yang dilakukan oleh perangkat Android. Dilihat dari hasil analisis 

menunjukan adanya penurunan jumlah privacy tracker dimana pada perangkat tidak dilindungi 

memiliki privacy tracker sebanyak 20 tersebar pada 15 aplikasi dan pada perangkat yang dilindungi 

hanya ada enam privacy tracker yang tersebar pada lima aplikasi. 
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Abstract: This research aims to: (1) Understand how privacy leaks occur on Android devices, (2) know 

how to do privacy protection on Android devices by using custom firmware library components, 
microG, and host Adblocker. This research is a trial experiment of the implementation of technology in 

the field of Android using a qualitative descriptive approach. The phases of the study include 1) 
planning, 2) implementation, and 3) analysis. In the development phase of Android User Privacy 
protection, this study tested two sets of Android devices to compare the difference in privacy leak 

impact. Each device is installed in the same digital financial application. The research shows that 
privacy protection using Custom Firmware, MicroG, and host adblocker can decrease the privacy leak 

activity performed by the Android device. Judging from the results of the analysis showed a decrease 
in the number of privacy trackers in which the device is not protected have a privacy tracker as much 
as 20 scattered on 15 applications and protected devices there are only six privacy trackers scattered 

on five apps. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Android helps the advancement of 

communication technology by creating a 

smartphone. The existence of Android has 

succeeded in creating a digital ecosystem for 

software developers to take advantage of 

opportunities to create applications for 

smartphone technology. This progress is 

made possible because Google opening it’s 

Android source, software developers no 

longer need to pay for expensive software 

certifications or share the profits of selling 

applications on a market platform. The rapid 

development of the Android smartphone 

market share shows evidence that high 

consumer demand for smartphone 

technology. This is not surprising, 

considering the development of the Android 
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mobile market share accompanied by the 

rapid growth of application and game 

development on smartphones [1]. 

  Distributing smartphone 

applications through digital application 

market platforms can benefit end-users 

because users can choose from the wide 

variety of applications available on the 

application platform market [2]. Popular 

application market platforms include the Play 

Store as an official distributor of applications 

for Android-based smartphones and the App 

Store as an official distributor of applications 

for the iPhone. Although most of the 

applications distributed do not violate user 

privacy, a study conducted by Arp et al [3] 

found that there are hundreds of android apps 

that have been detected that violate the user's 

privacy. Furthermore, Android is indeed an 

open and most popular platform from other 

mobile platforms. According to Rusello, 

Android is the most perfect environment to 

exploit and spread attacks on system security 

[4]. 

 Android's popularity is not only in its 

security flaw but is entering the realm of 

human life where most of the activities of 

communication, financial transactions, 

banking, and all kinds of business activities 

are carried out through Android phones. 

Based on data from OJK, katadata.co.id, 

OVO, GOJEK, and LinkAja (Pusparisa, 

2019) shows the development of financial 

technology (fintech) very fast in Indonesia. 

Observations made on the Google Playstore 

platform noted that the number of downloads 

for the Go-Pay application by GoJek had 

already reached 50 million downloads, 

followed by OVO and LinkAja as many as 10 

million downloads. The high interest of 

Android users in Fintech applications forces 

application developers to increase 

application security [5].  

Because the Google Android operating 

system provides a permission-based security 

model that limits application access to users' 

data. Every application that is newly installed 

or already installed will request access to 

sensitive and functional system data to 

execute commands such as asking 

permission to access telephone data, access 

files, access GPS locations and part of it. If 

access permission is not granted then the 

application cannot be used, then the user is 

forced to grant access permission to the 

application so that he can still enjoy the 

service even though the user's data is at stake. 

In addition to enforcing access permissions, 

Android users who carelessly give access 

permissions to applications clearly do not 

understand the sensitive data used by 

installed applications. Things like leakage of 

personal and sensitive data on Android users 

is one of the consequences of arbitrary 

permissions by users. 
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 To protect the privacy of user data, 

Android combines various security 

mechanisms and features that allow the 

protection of some users' privacy from 

applications that run privacy data theft 

mechanisms. However, developing a security 

system model for battery-powered electronic 

devices that is suitable for all devices is not 

an easy matter. The Android operating 

system itself still has various security 

problems, even the Android security system 

model still has a variety of shortcomings [6]. 

 Problems with the Android security 

system have been covered several times with 

several additional security modules such as 

User Permission [7], AppFence [8], and 

FlaskDroid [9]. However, research 

conducted by Enck, et al [10] still found a 

leak of important information from Android 

users from using the security extension. 

 Thus to enhance privacy protection, 

researchers propose the implementation of 

Custom Firmware, MicroG, and Host 

Adblocker to overcome the problem of 

leakage of data privacy of Android users. 

Firmware is a software contained in a 

computing system that functions to provide 

the lowest level of control for certain 

hardware, on the Android operating system 

firmware is defined as a set of binary systems 

written on a fixed storage device, usually, the 

Android firmware is installed in the eMMC 

(embedded MMC) storage inside the 

Smartphone [11].  

Firmware is also referred to as Read-Only 

Memory (ROM), as the name implies ROM 

means software that can only be read without 

being modified again by the user of the 

device, ROM is very rarely replaced during 

the life of the system except in the process of 

upgrading the ROM [12]. Based on the 

manufacturing, ROM is divided into two 

namely Stock ROM and Custom ROM, stock 

ROM is the original firmware of the device 

that is usually already pinned by a vendor or 

manufacturer on a Smartphone device [13].  

Stock ROM offers better system stability 

than Custom ROM because before being 

released to the market, functional software 

inside the Smartphone will be tested many 

times to ensure there are no bugs and errors 

on the entire smartphone device [12]. 

 On the other hand, Android with 

Custom ROM is no more stable than Stock 

ROM because most of Custom ROM is 

developed by the Android activist 

community which consists of only a few 

people, especially the Custom ROM 

developer community has no commercial 

purpose in making ROMs so that each ROM 

version released free to end-users [14]. 

According to Sun, Cuadros, and Beznosov 

[15], some Custom ROM giving an access to 

root directory, rooting is a process that allows 
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Android device users to obtain special, 

ongoing control over the device, if the device 

has been rooted, the user of the device has 

access to remove system restrictions that are 

implanted by the Android Smartphone 

vendor, change or delete vendor default 

system applications, run paid applications for 

free, and get functional Root access that is 

not owned by Smartphone Android without 

Root such as the data backup feature. and 

periodic applications, firewalls, anti-

malware, queuing privacy tracking, overall 

smartphone performance improvements and 

regular update [16].  

 Custom ROM has several types some 

of the most widely used are LineageOS, 

OmniROM, Paranoid Android, Resurrection 

Remix OS, Pixel Experience, and AOSP 

Extended. From that list, researchers chose 

LineageOS as the base of Custom ROM to be 

used in this study because LineageOS 

supports 255 Android devices from various 

brands and types, has a user privacy 

protection feature known as Trust, is more 

stable than other Custom ROMs due to the 

community a large developer, and 

LineageOS is frequently updated regularly to 

maintain system security and feature 

enhancements, and finally, LineageOS was 

developed without the default Google 

application along with Bloatware that was 

never actually needed by the user [17]. 

 LineageOS was developed from 

Google's AOSP (Android Open Source 

Project) source code, LineageOS can operate 

without using Google's proprietary software 

such as Google Chrome, for example, 

LineageOS replaces all Google default 

software with open source applications 

ranging from file explorer to internet 

browser. However, one obstacle for all 

android ROMs that do not use Google's 

proprietary software known as GApps 

(Google Apps) makes Android devices 

unable to run certain applications that require 

GApps such as banking applications, e-

money (Funds, OVO, LinkAja), Pokémon 

GO, Mario Run, map applications, and 

several other applications. For this reason, 

the software is needed that can replace the 

GApps function, namely MicroG. Google 

does make AOSP an open-source project 

whose source can be developed by anyone, 

but the main core of AOSP is locked by 

Google so that the GApps application in 

AOSP is not deleted or replaced by other 

applications. For this reason, LineageOS 

which does not have GApps requires MicroG 

software to replace the GApps function. 

 If LineageOS can be paired with 

MicroG, why can't LineageOS be paired with 

GApps? According to Conway [18], the 

underlying reason for the development of 

MicroG is the distrust of Android users on 

Google's GApps. Google's regulations 
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explain that Google provides all its services 

free of charge to users and that instead all 

user data will be used for commercial 

purposes Google and Third-Parties services 

or third parties that users use. Considering 

that each user data is very sensitive, many 

Android users choose to use Custom ROM 

with the addition of MicroG to maintain 

functional Android devices without the need 

to depend on GApps that jeopardizes 

personal data. 

 From the above explanation, 

LineageOS briefly functions to replace the 

Stock ROM installed on Android devices and 

MicroG is used to replace the GApps 

function. Functionally LineageOS and 

MicroG already function like Android with 

Stock ROM without any leakage of user's 

data, but there is still a threat of privacy leaks 

that can be done by third-party applications, 

such as social media applications, video 

games, and other additional applications. For 

this reason, additional mechanisms are 

needed to ensure that there are no privacy 

leaks by third parties. According to Kim [19], 

There are two ways to block private data 

access by third parties, namely using the 

Non-Root method and the Rooting method. 

Non-Root method is more appropriate to use 

for smartphones that have not done the 

Rooting process, this is because the Non-

Root method process does not require 

superuser access to block the privacy tracker 

of third parties, the way the Non-Root 

method works is to modify the Android 

Smartphone network connection to 

connected to the Virtual Private Network 

(VPN) of the Non-Root application so that 

the data sent and received by the Smartphone 

is filtered first, leaving only the data needed 

without tracking data. Examples of 

applications that use the Non-Root method 

include Blokada, AdBlock Plus Browser, 

Brave, DNS66, and others. But the drawback 

of this method is that it can interfere with 

network stability and the performance of 

other applications and this method consumes 

more battery power. 

 While the Rooting method can work 

more effectively without disturbing 

application performance and Smartphone 

network stability, the best-known Rooting 

method is to reverse engineer the "/ system / 

etc / hosts" file on the localhost system to 

block each data tracking domain and 

advertiser. Although effective, one 

disadvantage of Rooting is that this method 

can only be applied to Androids that already 

have Rooting access. The most popular 

application for blocking user data tracking 

access by the Rooting method is AdAway. 

AdAway is an Android software that has an 

open-source and free that can be used by 

anyone, the way these software works is by 

adding the domain you want to block access 

through the host file that is modified using 
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AdAway, thus this method is better known as 

Host Adblocker [20]. 

The testing method is appropriate for 

Xiaomi-based Android smartphones because 

most Xiaomi products, especially the Redmi 

variant, carry the MIUI operating system 

which has bloatware and privacy tracker 

embedded in the system [21]. Based on 

reports from various international media sites 

India Today Tech [22], Gadgets Now [23], 

and Decca Chronicle [24] reveals how 

Xiaomi collects personal data of Xiaomi 

Smartphone users secretly without the user's 

knowledge, after the news was revealed in 

public Xiaomi revealed an apology to all 

Xiaomi users around the world [25]. 

Nevertheless, Xiaomi still collects user 

personal information for Xiaomi's business 

needs, this is written in the company's 

privacy policy which states that every user's 

data stored in the Smartphone will be 

collected and used for the benefit of the 

company [26].  

 The effects arising from the theft of 

important data Smartphone users are not 

limited to the behavior of hacking attacks, 

acts of flooding unimportant information or 

spamming, so that the most severe is the act 

of scamming online fraud behavior that is 

possible because user data is misused by 

certain parties. For this reason, this study 

aims to analyze the overall application of 

reverse engineering on Xiaomi smartphones, 

starting from the application of Custom 

ROM, MicroG, and the application of Host 

Adblocker to prevent privacy leaks on 

Android Smartphones. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Privacy Leaks 

Fundamentally, the rules of Article 28 l 

Paragraph (1) of the 1945 Constitution and 

the international constitution Right to 

Privacy agree that privacy is the right of all 

humans, every individual has the right to save 

their data for their own needs and not give it 

to anyone. The written rules of the Right to 

Privacy Constitution that are internationally 

agreed on the state that anyone who takes or 

uses a person's data without the permission of 

the owner of the personal data is included in 

human rights violations and should have 

consequences for those human rights 

violations. 

Moore [27] explains that privacy is the 

right to control access to places, locations, 

and personal information by using controls 

for an item. This opinion is supported by 

Spiekermann [28] which explains that 

privacy is the ability of individuals to control 

information about themselves. 

According to Gibler [29] defines that 

privacy leaks are conditions where personal 

information or a unique identifier about the 

device sent out leaves the device without the 
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user's permission. Furthermore, Li [30] 

defined the privacy leak as a path to sensitive 

data called source, which causes something 

to send data out of an application or device. 

Kim [31] also define that privacy leaks are a 

flow of personal information that is sent out 

without permission from the device through 

the network, file, or short message service 

(SMS). 

Based on the explanation above, it can be 

concluded that Privacy Leaks is a condition 

where personal information or information 

about the device sent out leaves the device 

without the user's permission. Android-based 

smartphones are the most vulnerable to 

privacy leaks because of the huge number of 

users compared to other smartphone users 

and many third-party developers infiltrate 

specific scripts to send user data without 

permission [32], therefore researchers are 

interested in analyzing privacy leaks on 

Android smartphone. 

CUSTOM FIRMWARE 

 To trace the privacy leaks on an 

Android device it needs to be traced from the 

root first, in this case, the operating system of 

the Smartphone device namely Android. 

Operating system or known as firmware is a 

software contained in the computing system 

that functions to provide the lowest level of 

control for certain hardware, the Android 

operating system firmware is defined as a set 

of binary systems written on a fixed storage 

device, usually, the Android firmware is 

installed in storage eMMC (embedded 

MMC) in a Smartphone [11]. 

The term firmware for Android is 

better known as Read-only memory (ROM), 

which is a memory that can only be read by 

the system and cannot be modified from 

within and without superuser permission. 

Android firmware was developed from 

Google's open-source code, the Android 

Open Source Project (AOSP). Every vendor, 

community, and individual has the freedom 

to use the AOSP source code to develop a 

ROM. 

MicroG 

The tagline of MicroG is "A free-as-

in-freedom re-implementation of Google's 

proprietary Android user space apps and 

libraries" which means the user's freedom to 

use applications and libraries from Google's 

proprietary. Sourced from the official 

website microg.org that Google Apps is 

proprietary software that locks the Android 

ecosystem so that every third-party app must 

use GApps so that applications can function 

within the Android ecosystem. Due to the 

imposition of Google's ecosystem, various 

open-source applications also use GApps so 

that the application can run on the Android 

operating system. 
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The worst scenario that can happen if 

an Android Smartphone does not use GApps 

then third party applications will not be able 

to work in it, thus forcing every company, 

manufacturer, vendor, community, and end-

user to embed GApps in Android.  

To overcome Google's monopolistic 

behavior in the Android operating system, 

the MicroG development team created a set 

of systems to replace GApps performance. 

So that Android without GApps can still 

function normally. 

Host AdBlocker 

 even though the Android operating 

system is free from internal bloatware, there 

is still a privacy tracker that poses a threat to 

user privacy by third parties app, so 

additional protection is needed to block 

privacy tracker access in the Android 

operating system. Based on research 

conducted by Merzdovnik [20] There are 

three methods to block access by privacy 

tracker: Network-Based Blocking, Browser 

Extension, and Different Types of Rulesets. 

Because this research ecosystem uses an 

Android device for that the proper method to 

use is Different Types of Rulesets namely by 

implementing centralized ruleset which is 

proven superior in blocking privacy tracker 

in the Android operating system. To 

implement centralized ruleset in the Android 

operating system, root access is needed in the 

domain transfer system in android, namely in 

the "system / etc / host" file. 

RESEARCH METHODS 

This research uses the approach of trial 

methods and qualitative descriptive analysis. 

Descriptive research is a method of study that 

is used to find a broad-scale knowledge of 

research objects at a particular time [33]. The 

description of qualitatively descriptive 

analysis is used to describe the entire network 

implementation process of the libraries until 

the impact on Privacy Leaking protection of 

third-party applications 

To ensure the results of these experiments 

can be proven accountable, then the research 

should use methods or tools that support the 

readability of the research results. Therefore, 

researchers use a tool developed by 

Razaghpanah et al [34], the Lumen Privacy 

Monitor, to record each transmission of data 

inside the smartphone and bring out the 

results in the form of analysis reports in real-

time. 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this study is to analyze the 

results of the implementation of Custom 

Firmware, MicroG, and Host Adblocker on 

privacy leaks on Android smartphones. The 

research tests several popular financial 

applications where the digital wallet 

applications mentioned in the previous 
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chapters have virtual money balance and 

payment features. Thus, the privacy 

protection of this application needs to be kept 

tighter so as not to harm the user due to a 

phishing attack. 

This research uses the approach of trial 

methods and qualitative descriptive analysis. 

Descriptive research is a method of study that 

is used to find a broad-scale knowledge of 

research objects at a particular time (Shah, 

2010). The description of qualitatively 

descriptive analysis is used to describe the 

entire network implementation process of the 

libraries until the impact on Privacy Leaking 

protection of third-party applications 

This chapter will explain how the custom 

firmware, MicroG, and Host Adblocker 

implementation processes are implemented 

on Android smartphone devices, the 

explanation covers how to find out and 

analyze leaks privacy data using the Lumen 

Privacy monitor. Next, the experimental 

results will be explained in the discussion. 

Before conducting research, several 

things need to be prepared by researchers. 

Some of these include: 

 

1. Research Device 

Following the explanation of the research 

method, this research uses two Android 

Smartphone devices, for android 

smartphones used for the experiment is 

Xiaomi Redmi 4X. 

2. Necessary application and files 

a. Custom firmware file, MicroG file, and 

Custom Host Adblocker 

When this research was conducted, 

researchers used LineageOS custom 

firmware Version 16.0, MicroG Service Core 

Ver. 0.2.10.19420, and the host file from 

https://energized.pro/. The three components 

of the file are implemented on smartphones 

Xiaomi Redmi 4X. 

b. Measuring and analyzing application 

The application used to measure and 

analyze the research data this time is Lumen 

Privacy Monitor version 2.2.2 with the code 

name package edu.berkeley.icsi.haystack. 

The Lumen Privacy Monitor application has 

been installed on both devices used in the 

study. 

 

c. Application  

To test the existence of privacy leaks in 

the operating system, researchers tested 

several applications that can cause privacy 

leaks, there are 5 financial applications tested 

in this study. 

d. Additional File 

In addition to the applications mentioned 

above, there are two files needed for the 

implementation process in this study, namely 

files for custom recovery Xiaomi Redmi 4X 

and Magisk files. The function of custom 
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recovery is to replace stock recovery that is 

already installed on a smartphone device, 

with a custom recovery smartphone device 

that can be used to install the firmware, 

rooting, changing file system partitions, 

making changes, deleting, and adding file 

system directories, and other software 

execution commands. Which can only be 

done at the lowest system level. 

While Magisk is a tool needed to provide 

rooting access to applications running on the 

operating system. To block leaks and 

advertisement privacy using the AdAway 

application requires rooting permission from 

the Magisk application. The rest Magisk can 

be used to modify performance, appearance, 

and certain functionalities in the Android 

operating system. 

3. Data collected 

Privacy leaks can be detected using a 

special application namely Lumen Privacy 

Monitor, the way it works is by recording and 

analyzing network traffic transmitted by 

smartphone devices. The data recorded 

includes the type of privacy leaks that occur 

on the device, applications that perform 

privacy leaks, and overall network traffic 

data. 

Overall this research can be explained in 

the following flowchart diagram (see the next 

page): 

 

Figure 1. Flowchart diagram of the 

experimental research process 

 

Once the result of Lumen Privacy 

Monitor is obtained then the next step is to 

connect the effect of implementing the 

libraries to the privacy protection of the 

device: 
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This research was conducted to test the 

existence of privacy leaks on Android 

devices using the Lumen Privacy Monitor 

testing method and implemented a solution 

that can be done to minimize privacy leaks 

from the user side. The results of the study 

below answered two research questions filed 

in the above chapter. 

a) There is a privacy leak caused by built-in 

apps and third-party apps installed on a 

smartphone 

First-stage testing, researchers tested 

unmodified devices, operating systems that 

were still original, and their configuration 

following the initial conditions of the vendor. 

To increase the value of internal validity, test 

devices only installed applications that are 

tested according to the list of applications 

mentioned in the chapter of the research 

methodology. The results obtained from the 

Lumen Privacy Monitor application analysis 

on unmodified devices are as follows: 

1) Type of privacy leak on the device before 

being protected 

Table 1. Privacy leaks types on an 

unprotected device  

No Leaks type Value 

1 Installed Apps 

Mid Risk 

com.android. 

providers.downloads 

2 Brand 

Low Risk 

Xiaomi 

3 Device Model 

Low Risk 

Redmi 4X 

4 Build Fingerprint 

Low Risk 

OPM1.171019.026 

From the table above, it can be noted that 

unmodified experimental devices have four 

types of privacy leaks consisting of one type 

of privacy leak at medium risk and three 

types of privacy leaks at low risk. Privacy 

leak in unprotected devices are; list of apps 

installed on the device, device brand, device 

model, and Build Fingerprint. 

The privacy leak of installed app listings 

at risk is due to provide information to other 

parties about the personality, tastes, and 

demographics of the information owner. This 

privacy leak allows advertisers to study 

demographics and studies for advertising 

purposes.  

In addition to the application list leak, 

privacy leaks in the form of brands, device 

models, and build fingerprints are at low risk 

as this information may be combined with 

other identifiable information, to make a 

unique identification of the user.  

Applications typically use a variety of 

information that can be found on the device 

as a way to adapt the content displayed to fit 

the device interface and streamline ads. 

However, this information can be used to 

identify the user's personality, tastes, wealth, 

and demographics. 

2) Apps that leaking privacy based on Lumen 

Privacy Monitor 

Based on the analysis results of the 

Lumen Privacy Monitor found that out of the 

seven applications tested on the device 

showed that the seven financial digital wallet 

applications were indicated to collect privacy 
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data and transmit on a third party server 

without clear and direct notifications to the 

user. All third-party applications carry 14 

types of privacy Tracker installed in the 

application's source code. 

In addition to the applications tested in 

this study, Lumen Privacy Monitor also 

detects that nine built-in applications also 

perform tracking and advertisement actions 

on the device. Of the nine devices detected 

that there are four types of third-party 

domains that perform tracking on user 

devices for analysis and advertiser purposes. 

3) Analyze Device network traffic based on 

Lumen Privacy Monitor 

Based on the analysis results that Lumen 

Privacy Monitor does on the network of 

unprotected devices are found in the 

following results: 

Table 2. Network traffic on an unprotected 

device 

Total connection  312,768  

Total unique IP 

addresses 

 52,416  

Analyzed volume 

traffic 

 4320 Mb  

Network type  100% WiFi  

Ads and Analytic 

traffic overhead 

 19 % 

 

From the above results can be noted that 

the total number of devices carried out as 

much as 312,768 includes the entire 

connection made by both built-in 

applications and third-party applications. 

There are then  52,416 unique IP addresses 

that are accessed by the device. The traffic 

Volume performed by a device by 4,320 

megabytes with a 100% network connection 

is performed on a Wi-Fi network. Lumen 

Privacy Monitor analyzes that of the total 

network traffic that the device takes, 19% is 

used for tracking user activity on the device 

and the appearance of ads within the device. 

From the analysis performed by Lumen 

Privacy Monitor on unmodified devices 

found that there is a privacy leak done by 

third-party applications and built-in 

applications. 

b) There is a decline in the number of 

privacy leaks on devices that have been 

protected using custom firmware, 

MicroG, and Host Adblocker. 

The second research is done after the 

device is modified to improve Android 

device protection from privacy leak risk. The 

implementation of the protection is already 

described in the previous chapter of the 

research method and the installed 

applications following the list of tested 

applications. 

To increase the internal validity of the 

test, this test uses an action dataset that is 

limited by the access time and actions taken 

for post-implementation testing equal to pre-

implementation testing. The value difference 

in the Lumen Privacy Monitor test results is 

used as a benchmark of privacy leaks in the 
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before and after implementation of device 

protection. 

The following are the results of the 

Lumen Privacy Monitor test on devices that 

have been protected: 

1) Types of privacy leaks on devices that 

have been given protection 

Table 3. Privacy leaks types on the protected 

device 

No Leaks type Value 

1 Device Model 

Low Risk 

Redmi 4X 

2 Build Fingerprint 

Low Risk 

PQ31.190801.002 

 

From the table above, it is known that the 

modified experimental device has two types 

of privacy leaks consisting of two types of 

privacy leaks at low risk. Privacy leak types 

include the device model and Build 

Fingerprint. 

Privacy leaks in the form of device 

models and fingerprint builds are at a low risk 

as this information may be combined with 

other identifiable information, to make a 

unique identification of the user.  

Applications typically use a variety of 

information that can be found on the device 

as a way to adapt the content displayed to fit 

the device interface and streamline ads. 

However, this information can be used to 

identify the personality, tastes, wealth, and 

demographics of the user. 

By comparing the test results on the 

device before it is modified, it is known that 

the number of privacy leak types decreases to 

two types of privacy leaks, and the risk of 

privacy leak becomes a low risk. 

2) Apps that leak privacy based on Lumen 

Privacy Monitor on protected devices 

Based on the analysis results that Lumen 

Privacy Monitor has found that out of the 

seven applications tested on the device 

indicates that there are five financial digital 

wallet applications collecting data that are 

privacy and transmit On a third party server 

without clear notifications and directly to the 

user. All third-party applications carry six 

types of privacy tracker built into the 

application's source code. 

In addition to the applications tested in 

this study, Lumen Privacy Monitor does not 

detect built-in apps to perform tracking and 

privacy leak activities on third parties. 

Comparing the test results between 

protected and unprotected devices gets the 

result that the number of apps that perform 

user privacy tracking and the leak has 

decreased from the original seven 

applications Indication of a privacy leak, 

decreasing to five apps that are indicative of 

privacy leaks. 

Besides, the number of third-party 

domains decreases from 14 domain types to 

six third-party domain types that are 

indicative of privacy leaks. Furthermore, the 

built-in apps on unmodified devices are 

known to indicate a privacy leak while the 

modified device has no privacy leaks. 
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3) Analysis of the modified device's 

network traffic 

Based on the analysis results that Lumen 

Privacy Monitor has done on the protected 

network of devices are found in the following 

results: 

Table 4. Network traffic on the protected 

device 

Total connection  243,072  

Total unique IP 

addresses 

 30,240  

Analyzed volume 

traffic 

 3,250 MB 

Network type  100% WiFi  

Ads and Analytic 

traffic overhead 

 11%  

 

From the above results can be noted that 

the total number of devices carried out as 

much as 243,072 includes the entire 

connection made by both built-in 

applications and third-party applications. 

There are then 30,240 unique IP addresses 

that are accessed by the device. The traffic 

Volume performed by a device by 3,250 

megabytes with a 100% network connection 

is performed on a Wi-Fi network. Lumen 

Privacy Monitor analyzes that of the total 

network traffic that the device takes, 11% is 

used for tracking user activity on the device 

and the appearance of ads within the device. 

Comparing with testing on unprotected 

devices is found the result that with the same 

traffic volume, the number of connections 

performed on both devices is different. 

Unmodified devices have a heavier network 

load due to third-party tracking activity and 

advertise. While the modified device has a 

burden of leakage of privacy and advertisers 

are smaller than the unprotected devices. 

Based on the above comparison can be 

concluded that there is a decrease of privacy 

leak on devices that have been modified with 

Custom Firmware, MicroG, and host 

Adblocker. 

CONCLUSION 

Based on the results of experimental 

research conducted, the following 

conclusions can be drawn: 

1. On unmodified devices, there is still a 

privacy leak caused by third-party 

applications and native applications from 

the vendor. 

2. To address the privacy leak issue, 

researchers file the use of custom 

firmware, MicroG, and host adblockers 

that can handle the number of privacy 

leaks that occur on the device. 
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